The Effectiveness of Simultaneous Prompting in the Teaching of Towel Folding Skills for Students with Intellectual Disabilities
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Abstract
The aim of this research was to study the effectiveness of teaching with the simultaneous prompting in teaching students with intellectual disabilities attending the vocational education center and their ability to fold towels. Multiple baseline models with inter-subject probe stage, which is one of the single-subject research methods, has been used. The subjects of the research are three students, one female and two males, between the ages of 16-18. The dependent variable of the study was determined as the ability to fold the towel and the independent variable as the teaching with the simultaneous prompting using the physical prompt as a model + verbal prompt and error correction. In the study, inter-observer reliability and procedural reliability data were collected. Graphical analysis was used to determine the effectiveness of teaching with the simultaneous prompting. According to the findings obtained from the research, simultaneous prompting teaching is effective in teaching students with intellectual disabilities the ability to fold towels. It has been observed that the skill of folding towels into shapes continues to last two, three, and four weeks after the end of the education and that the subjects can generalize the skill in different types of towels.
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1. Introduction
The main goal of educational programs for individuals with intellectual disabilities is to teach these individuals the skills they need to prepare them for social life and to maintain their lives independently or with the least dependence (Diken, 2015). The transition to social life after school is generally grouped under three main headings: job / vocational preparation skills, social/independent life skills, and functional academic skills (Sucuoglu, 2012). Functionality is aimed at firstly in academic skill programs prepared for individuals with intellectual disabilities. Functional education programs include skills in various fields such as money management, socialization, self-esteem, employment skills, traveling, and participation in social life, home life, self-care, cleaning, health, and safety (Wehmen & Kregel, 2004).

To ensure that individuals with disabilities in functional education programs are at the highest level of independence, the skills needed for the individual should be taught in a meaningful way. Winn and Hay (2009) state that the employability skills that individuals need to ensure a job placement can be gained with the help of academic programs in schools and workplaces.

The transition of young adults to the labor market after completing their education life is of great importance for both the individual and the society. Having a profession provides various opportunities such as obtaining a social environment, obtaining economic income, increasing the level of welfare, and quality of life. Individuals with disabilities get more opportunities to gain independence and social integration when they have a profession (Brady & Rosenberg, 2002). When evaluated from a social perspective, the decrease in the number of unemployment benefits contributes to the economy in general (Jacob, Scott, Falkner, & Falkner, 2015). Business skills, which are the first step of individuals in their transition to adult life, are considered as a skill they need to learn independently when evaluated regarding individuals with special needs. The acquisition of these skills can be the first step of being productive for individuals with disabilities.

According to AAMR (2002), job skills consist of necessary skills such as part-time or full-time work at a job, performing job tasks, and following the work schedule. Individuals with disabilities can fulfill these skills by having
different experiences about the job they will work with. Work experience contributes to the development of the interpersonal relationships and work habits required for the individual to get and maintain a job (Sucuoglu, 2012). The acquisition of work-oriented skills requires vocational training. Vocational education focuses on the fact that individuals with disabilities are useful and productive individuals in different jobs according to their abilities. Therefore, vocational education is seen as an effective tool for the inclusion of individuals with intellectual disabilities in the labor market (Myklebust, 2013), as well as having positive technical and social effects for the improvement and development of life routines.

Acquisition of professional skills enables individuals to experience increased self-esteem by increasing professional opportunities, being able to earn money, and contributing to a common goal with their colleagues (Maciąg, Schuster, Collins, & Cooper, 2000). Research results show that it provides other benefits such as providing a high job satisfaction, self-esteem, free will, and increased social interaction in the community (Lewis, Thoresen, & Cocks, 2011). However, having an idea that an individual with a disability cannot work can be more important for individuals with disabilities because in many areas, the quality of life of the individual decreases, the person becomes dependent on others, and his self-confidence decreases (Avcıoglu, 2018).

Intellectual disability is characterized by significant limitations in both mental functionality and adaptive behaviors, as expressed in conceptual, social, and practical adaptability skills (Diken & Bakkaloglu, 2016; Schalok, Luckasson, & Shogren, 2007), individuals are negatively affected in various ways such as discrimination. Kroese, Kuljit, and O’Brien (2013) state that employees with disabilities are more likely to encounter poverty, short-term employment, unemployment, and social exclusion even in cases where discrimination is reduced. It is difficult for individuals with intellectual disabilities to get a job after completing their school life due to the lack of employment policy related to these individuals, their communication skills and lack of work experience as well as their attitudes in business life (Wehman, 1996).

For individuals with intellectual disabilities, both starting and maintaining work emerges as a challenge. Since job opportunities are generally not sufficient for individuals with special needs, the definition of their interests, skills, personal characteristics, learning styles, and professional competencies enable the professional orientation to be made appropriately (Ministry of National Education, 2013). Information technologies, office management, crafts, food technology, clothing technology, beauty, and hair care technology, construction technology, chemical technology, accommodation services, printing technology, metal technology, furniture, and interior design, motorized for individuals with mental disabilities’ vehicle technology, ceramic and glass technology, agriculture, textile technology, installation technology, and food and beverage services are included (Ministry of National Education, 2018). One of the business areas that facilitate employment by providing a job opportunity to individuals with intellectual disabilities is hotel management. It is aimed to raise individuals with intellectual disabilities who are directed to accommodation services in vocational education centers as housekeeping staff, and individuals who attend these departments have increased opportunities to find a job in the hotel industry. When individuals with intellectual disabilities start working in the housekeeping department, they are assigned as room attendants, challengers, material carriers, towel dispensers, washers, and ironers. Disabled individuals working as housekeepers in housekeeping have duties and responsibilities such as complying to the hygiene rules following the orders received from his supervisor, to clean the areas under his responsibility (rooms, corridors, bathrooms, offices) to the desired standard and to report the malfunctions to hand over the forgotten items to his supervisor, to deal with the guest requests and complaints following the rules to change the room and to make the extra bed. (Ministry of National Education, 2007).

Various methods are used to acquire professional skills to individuals with intellectual disabilities. To provide a systematic education to these individuals, the information, concept, or skill required to be acquired by the individual should be presented individually (Avcıoglu, 2018). For this, after deciding what to teach the individual, how to teach it is determined. After selecting the skill to be taught to the individual, the first step is to determine the student's level of performance; the next stage after determining the performance level is the determination of the goals (Avcıoglu, 2018; Tekin, 1996). Errorless teaching methods are one of the ways of teaching effective and productive individuals with intellectual disabilities (Tekin, 2000). Accurate teaching is an approach based on the assumption that learning the skills and concepts in the best way occurs not through mistakes made during teaching, but through positive responses and exercises during teaching (Tekin-Iftar & Kircaali-Iftar, 2017). Errorless teaching methods are divided into two as based on stimulus prompts and response prompts and teaching with the simultaneous prompting which is one of the responses prompts methods provides effective teaching of many concepts and skills (Odluyurt, 2015).

With the simultaneous prompting, the teaching target is to present the controller prompt following the stimulus, and
the individual takes this prompt as a model and reacts correctly. At the same time, probe sessions are organized to determine whether learning takes place in teaching. Probe sessions can be held on the same day immediately after the teaching sessions or just before the teaching sessions (Odluyurt, 2015). Simultaneous prompting teaching is carried out as a 0-second waiting period trial of fixed waiting period education. During the teaching process, the individual is presented with a target stimulus and a controlling prompt is given immediately. The individual takes the controller prompt as a model. Each trial includes a target stimulus and a controller prompt. Therefore, the individual does not have the opportunity to react independently (Tekin-Iftar & Kırcaali-Iftar, 2017).

There are three types of individual responses in teaching with a simultaneous prompting: a) right responses, b) wrong responses, c) no reaction. The practitioner should decide how to react to the individual's reactions in the event of each of these three reactions before starting education (Tekin-Iftar & Kırcaali-Iftar, 2017). There are two types of wrong reactions in the teaching method with the simultaneous prompting, namely wrong reaction, and no reaction. In these cases, the practitioner can make error correction by presenting the skill instruction again, eliminating the target stimulus, presenting the new experiment, and presenting the controller prompt for the correct response (Tekin & Kırcaali-Iftar, 2001).

When the researches are examined, having the individuals with intellectual disabilities do the photocopying (Yucesoy Ozkan & Gursel, 2006); preparing a dining table (Uçar Rasmussen & Çiçi Tekinarslan, 2017); stitching and embroidery (Aslan & Eratay, 2009); making over- shoes (Leblebici, 2012); knitting ( Çağkaya, 2011); lawn mowing (Aslan, 2009); Simultaneous prompting method is used in teaching car wash skills (Topsakal & Duzkantar, 2010). However, in the housekeeping department, which is one of the business areas of individuals with intellectual disabilities, there is no study related to the teaching of shaped towel folding skills, which is one of the skills those individuals who are responsible for room services should have. Since individuals with intellectual disabilities in-room services should have acquired this skill correctly and permanently, these individuals are expected to learn this skill in the best way before they graduate. Therefore, it is thought that students with intellectual disabilities participating in the research will learn the shape of towel folding, and this research will contribute to the field since it will enable individuals to gain professional skills. The aim of this study is to determine the effectiveness of teaching with the simultaneous prompting in gaining the skill of folding towels for students with intellectual disabilities. For this purpose, answers to the following questions were sought:

1) Is the teaching method with simultaneous prompting effective in teaching students with intellectual disabilities in the ability to fold towels?
2) When the ability to fold shaped towels are taught to students with intellectual disabilities simultaneously, will the individual maintain this skill two, three, four weeks later?
3) Can students with intellectual disabilities generalize their ability to make shaped towels to different situations at the end of teaching?
4) What are the social validity findings for this intervention?

2. Method

2.1 Participants

The research was carried out with 3 students, 1 female, and 2 males, between the ages of 16-18. One of the students has moderate and two have a mild intellectual disability. All the subjects attend the vocational training center. Metin is a 16-year-old student with moderate intellectual disability. Fatih is a student at the age of 18 with mild intellectual disability. Zulal is a 16-year-old student with a mild intellectual disability and a speech disorder. Fatih is quite overweight but has very short fingers and he suffers from stuttering. In determining the subjects, the individuals were expected to meet the following criteria: a) the ability to follow verbal instructions, b) paying attention to the activity for at least 5 minutes, c) using their hands, d) school attendance. Before starting the application with students with intellectual disabilities, the families were informed about the content of the research, and permission was obtained to use the camera records during the application. During the research, the real names of the subjects were not used and the code names were determined for each subject.

2.2 Environment

The attendance, teaching, and monitoring sessions of the research were held in a room organized in the vocational training center where the application would be held. The environment is designed just like a hotel room. There is a wardrobe at the entrance of the door, a double bed on the right, a table and chairs near the bed. Also, the room has a
bathroom and toilet.

2.3 Tools and Equipments

In the research, a 30×50 cm hand towel and 70×140 cm bath towel was used for the sessions to be applied in teaching the students with intellectual disabilities with the simultaneous prompting of folding towel shape.

2.4 Model of the Research

The research was designed with a multiple baseline model with a probe between subjects, which is one of the single-subject research models. Multiple baseline model is the single-subject research pattern that aims to evaluate the effectiveness of an application on at least three dependent variables (Erbas & Yuceseoy Ozkan, 2017; Tekin-Iftar, 2012). In the probe phase, multiple probe patterns; start level data are collected simultaneously for each dependent variable. Data was collected by presenting an application to the first dependent variable, but data was not collected from the second and third dependent variables. In the first dependent variable, after reaching the performance at the criterion level during the implementation phase, the probe phase data is collected in all dependent variables. After the probe phase, the application is presented to the second dependent variable, where stable data is obtained, and after the criteria level performance is obtained, the probe phase is carried out again for all dependent variables. After obtaining criteria level performance for all three dependent variables, the study is ended by applying the probe phase for the last time (Erbas & Yuceseoy Ozkan, 2017; Tekin-Iftar & Kırcaali-Iftar, 2017).

2.5 Dependent Variable

Table 1. Steps of the Skill of Making Swans with Towels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill steps +/-</th>
<th>+/-</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The individual takes the folded towel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. S/he folds the towels.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. S/he holds the towel by the corners of the long sides.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. S/he lays the towel on the floor.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. S/he puts both hands in the middle of the towel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. S/he moves his hands in opposite directions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. S/he puts his hands on the wrinkles on the edges.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. S/he removes wrinkles by moving hands in opposite directions.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. S/he folds the towel from left to right.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. S/he unfolds the towel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. S/he finds the middle point of the towel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. S/he presses with his fingers to the midpoint of the upper edge.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13. S/he holds the towel by the upper corner of the towel with his free hand.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14. S/he curls the corner of the towel towards the center.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15. S/he begins to wrap the towel tightly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16. S/he folds half of the towel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17. S/he carefully lifts his hand on the side he is wrapping.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18. S/he puts the other hand in the middle of the towel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19. S/he pulls away the hand which was initially holding the towel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20. S/he presses the middle part of the towel thoroughly with his fingers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21. S/he holds the other top corner of the towel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22. S/he curls the corner of the towel towards the center.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23. S/he starts to wrap the towel tightly.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24. S/he wraps around half of the towel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25. S/he corrects the sharp edge formed in the towel with his fingers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26. S/he reverses the towel.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27. With one hand s/he holds the pointed part and holds the loose part with the other hand.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28. S/he folds the pointed part tightly backward.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29. S/he presses the place where the curled section ends with his hand.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30. S/he unfolds the pointed part that s/he has curled up.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31. S/he presses the pointed part forward.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32. S/he gives the towel the shape of a swan’s head.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In this study, the dependent variable was determined as swan making skill with a towel. Skill steps were determined by analyzing the skill to be taught within the scope of the research. The steps of the skill of making swans with a towel are presented in Table 1. The single-opportunity method was used to determine the performance levels of the subjects towards target behavior.

2.6 Independent Variable

Model + verbal prompt and error correction was used as the independent variable of this research with the simultaneous prompting using a physical prompt. Experimental control in multiple probes patterns as evidenced by the absence of changes in baseline levels without application (Erbas & Yucesoy Ozkan, 2017). In this study, experimental control was provided by experimental control, the data obtained from the subjects who were trained at the end of the education increased compared to the baseline level and that the subjects who were not trained show data similar to the data obtained at the start level.

2.7 Implementation Process

The prompt to be presented to the subjects before the implementation process is planned. The prompt is presenting to the student what to do and how to do that in the presence of a certain stimulus (Varol, 2006). There are two types of prompts: the controller prompt and the non-controller prompt. Tekin (1999) made the controlling prompting that the student responded correctly; defines the non-controlling clue as to a prompt that increases the probability of the student taking the correct reaction but is not certain. The controlling prompt is the physical prompt that makes sure that the subjects respond correctly. Verbal prompt and model prompt are clues that increase the probability of the subjects to react correctly but do not make it certain. In the research, the use of two types of prompt has been included.

While the model + verbal prompt is determined as the controller prompt in the research, error correction is the physical prompt. First, it became a model by applying the practitioner skill steps regarding how to perform the shaped towel folding skills to the subjects. When the subject could not do the skill steps according to the specified criteria, the physical prompt was used as error correction and the subject was asked to do the skill step. In the study, the directive, “Make swans with towels” was given to allow the subject to react.

How to respond to the correct and incorrect responses of the subject was also determined before starting the teaching. The practitioner constantly reinforced all the correct reactions before and after the subject's prompt during the application process. “Follow me carefully” was given as a warning to prevent the subject from responding incorrectly before the controller prompt. If the subject responded incorrectly after the prompt, the physical prompt was used by intervening, and error correction was made. The fact that the subject did not react was ignored and error correction was made, and the physical prompt was used. Data was collected by using “Collective Probe, Generalization, and Maintaining Sessions Skill Analysis Data Registration Form”, “Teaching Sessions Application Reliability Data Collection Form” in the probe monitors, and generalizations sessions of the research.

In this study, the effectiveness of teaching was tested with the simultaneous prompting in the teaching of shaped towel folding skills. The applications were carried out one-to-one with three subjects. Attendance, teaching, monitoring, and generalization sessions were organized for each subject. Collective probe sessions were held simultaneously before starting instruction to collect baseline data and follow-up metering criteria in each subject. No prompt was provided to the subjects in the probe sessions. Data from probe sessions were collected using the single opportunity method.

Attendance Sessions: Firstly, the subject was provided to direct his attention to the study. For the ability to make a swan with a towel from the shaped towel folding skills, the following instruction was given: ‘Now we will work with you to make a swan with a towel. Are you ready? “Following that, the subject's attention was directed to the study. When the subject stated being ready for practice, the practitioner said, “Great! You are ready for practice.” and motivated the subject. Then, the subject was given the skill instruction “Make swans with towels.” The subject was kept waiting for 5 seconds to start the first step of the skill analysis. When the subject performed the first step of the skill analysis correctly, a (+) sign was placed on the registration form, and it was observed whether the subject started the next step within 5 seconds. When the subject was unable to perform the first step of the skill analysis correctly, the probe session was ended by placing a (-) sign on the registration form. After the skill, instruction was submitted or the previous step has been completed correctly if the subject did not respond within 5 seconds, the probe session was ended by placing the mark (n.r) in the non-response column in the registration form.

All the correct responses of the subjects in the probe sessions were verbally reinforced with a continuous reinforcement schedule. When all the responses were corrected in the batch probe sessions, a badge was given as a symbol of approval. Presenting a badge as reinforcement was found appropriate regarding learning the skill as the subjects with intellectual disabilities were rewarded using this method. Also, it has been found appropriate to give money to the...
subjects in return for the work they had completed. In addition to the badge, the participants were given 1 Turkish Lira. At the end of the batch probe sessions, the number of steps where the subject reacted correctly was divided by the total number of skill steps. The percentage of the steps that each subject made correctly was found and plotted.

Teaching Sessions: First, to provide the subject's attention to the study, the prompt was presented as “I am ready to start working if you are ready.” Skill instruction was presented to the subject as “Make a swan with the towel.” Verbal + model prompt was given together immediately after the skill instruction was given. Next, the subject was told to do the step which said “Now take the towel that has been folded.” 5 seconds were allowed for the subject to respond. When the subject performed the step correctly, he was verbally reinforced by saying, “Well done, you have folded the towel correctly.” In case the subject responded incorrectly, a physical prompt was used as error correction. All correct responses of the subjects in the teaching sessions were verbally reinforced using the continuous reinforcement schedule. The fixed-rate reinforcement schedule was used in the teaching session after the criterion was met, and the fixed-rate reinforcement schedule was used in the last education session. In subject probe sessions, teaching sessions were terminated when three sessions of 100% criteria were met consecutively.

Generalization and Maintaining Sessions: Generalization sessions were held in a different environment, at different times and using different equipment. The sessions were held between 14.00-14.35 at the central training center's accommodation workshop using different towels. Sessions were held as face-to-face instruction. In the generalization sessions, the correct responses of the students were reinforced using the fixed-rate reinforcement schedule, while the incorrect responses of the students were left unresponsive and the study was completed. After the education was completed, maintaining sessions were held to study the maintenance of the subjects learned during education. Following the end of the teaching sessions, maintenance sessions were held at 2, 3, and 4-week intervals and were carried out as collective probe sessions. The correct responses of the students were verbally reinforced using the continuous reinforcement schedule.

2.8 Reliability

In the study, inter-observer reliability and application reliability data were collected. Video records were used in collecting reliability data. Observers watched 30% of the video records selected from the video recordings and recorded them on the prepared recording forms. In calculating inter-observer reliability, the formula "consensus / [consensus + divergence] x100 was used. Inter-observer reliability was calculated as 96%. Data collected from application reliability was calculated with the formula “observed practitioner behavior / planned practitioner behavior X 100.” Application reliability was calculated as 98%.

2.9 Social Validity

To collect social validity data of this research, Social Validity Questionnaire was prepared and the opinions of the subjects were taken. The Social Validity Questionnaire included questions such as whether they love learning how to fold a towel in the shape, whether learning this skill will be beneficial in business life, whether they want to participate in a similar study, whether they recommend teaching the skill to other friends using the same method.

2.10 Data Analysis

The data obtained in the study was evaluated based on the graphical analysis. The graphical analysis ensures that the performance of the individual is seen realistically, and ensures that necessary changes are made in the implementation process and enables the practitioner to provide effective feedback to the individual (Tekin Iftar & Kurcaalı Iftar, 2017). Attendance, teaching, and monitoring sessions on the chart are presented on the horizontal axis; the correct display of target behavior is shown on the vertical axis.

3. Findings

The data obtained from all subjects in the teaching of shaped towel folding skills using the simultaneous prompting teaching method is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The Correct Behavioral Percentages Regarding the Ability to Make Swans with Towels for Metin, Züal, and Fatih with the Simultaneous Prompting Teaching Method
According to the findings obtained from the research, there is an increase in the shaped towel folding perform (Fetko, Schuster, Harley, & Collins, 1999; Leblebici, 2012; Schuster & Griffen, 1993). Generalization findings show that all subjects could generalize the shaped towel folding skill to different towels. When the researches are examined, the concurrent clue shows that teaching method is effective in teaching students with intellectual disabilities and its permanence is preserved after teaching ends (Cankaya, 2011; Fetko, Schuster, Harley, & Collins, 1999; Leblebici, 2012; Schuster & Griffen, 1993).

4. Discussions, Conclusions, and Suggestions

The aim of this study was to find out whether the teaching method with simultaneous prompting using the physical prompt as error correction is effective in teaching students of intellectual disability to shape towel shaping skill, and to determine whether the students could continue the skill two, three, and four weeks after the education ended and if they could generalize the shaped towel folding skill to different situations. Another purpose was to determine the social validity of the research by taking the opinions of the subjects. It is aimed to gain independent living skills in education provided to individuals with intellectual disabilities because their independent lives are linked with their quality of life and life satisfaction (Diken & Bakkaloglu, 2016). Independent life skills include maintaining an individual's own life by having a job, and financial gain. Deutsch Smith (2007) has stated that if individuals with intellectual disabilities have a job, this contributes to these individuals providing economic income, developing friendship relationships, being involved in social activities, and ensuring their satisfaction in life.

Findings obtained from the research shows that teaching students with intellectual disabilities are effective in the teaching of shaped towel folding skills and that the subjects maintain the ability to fold towels following training and continue the skill after two, three, and four weeks. It was seen that subjects could generalize to different towels. Generalization findings show that all three subjects can generalize their 100% level towel folding ability to different towels. When the researches are examined, the concurrent clue shows that teaching method is effective in teaching skills to students with intellectual disabilities and its permanence is preserved after teaching ends (Cankaya, 2011; Fetko, Schuster, Harley, & Collins, 1999; Leblebici, 2012; Schuster & Griffen, 1993).

According to the findings obtained from the research, there is an increase in the shaped towel folding performance of the subjects from the first session onward. This finding is similar to the results of the research showing that teaching is...
effective in teaching skills to individuals with intellectual disabilities. Aslan and Eratay (2009) to teach stamp processing skills; Ozbey (2005) the teaching business skills; Yucesoy (2002) to gain the ability to make copies; Schuster and Griffen (1993) tested the effectiveness of teaching with the simultaneous prompting to teach the ability to prepare concentrated juice.

In this study, it is possible to associate the fact that the teaching with the simultaneous prompting is effective in the shape of the towel folding skills because of the subjects provide the prerequisite skills, the skill targeted to be taught is suitable for the school's curriculum, and that the teaching of skill to meet the needs is chosen. However, the correct responses of the subjects in the probe sessions and teaching sessions were reinforced using the continuous reinforcement schedule. It is important to give badges and money as reinforcement for the subjects to learn that they can be earned as the price of their work when they perform their ability to make shaped towels in real environments. In similar studies, it is seen that money is used as reinforcement, and it is emphasized that it is important for learning that money is earned for the job (Aslan, 2009; Topsakal & Duzkantar, 2009).

According to another finding obtained from the research, it was seen that the general answers of the subjects were positive to the questionnaire developed to determine the social validity of the research. All the subjects stated that they liked to learn the shape of a folding towel; they thought that learning this skill would be beneficial in business life, they wanted to participate in another similar study and the skill should be taught to other friends using the same method.

In this study, the effectiveness of teaching with the simultaneous prompting in the teaching of shaped towel folding skills to students with an intellectual disabilities was examined. In the teaching of different skills that will contribute to the acquisition of professions for students with intellectual disabilities, researches with students of different age groups and different types of disabilities can be designed.
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